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This Briefing is UNCLASSIFIED
USFOR-A Mission Statement
USFOR-A sustains campaign momentum; executes National Command and Support Element Command responsibilities; retrogrades manpower and material; repostures U.S resources and basing to facilitate NATO and U.S. operational maneuver in Afghanistan; and supports a responsible economic transition that encourages a resilient Afghan economy.

Task Force Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mission Statement
Task Force Explosive Ordnance Disposal conducts mission command of assigned forces providing specialized EOD and CIED force protection support across the theater of operation to protect the force, enable mobility and maneuver, and facilitates Resolute Support objectives and desired end state.
Key Tasks

➢ Mission Command of Assigned Forces

➢ Advise at Echelon

➢ Serve as Senior EOD Commander in the CJOA-A

End State:
Task Force EOD enables COMRS and USFOR-A campaign objectives of persistent embedded combat advisement to support ANDSF operations to gain population control, conduct legitimate national elections, and force reconciliation of belligerents who oppose a stable Afghanistan.
Challenges

➢ Contributing to Targeting; Information Sharing
➢ EOD Support to SFAB
➢ JRSOI / Training / Education
➢ Panther MMPV Distribution
➢ One Battalion Solution